Presentation of Various Unity Theories
Before Preliminary Rough Draft
Brief Intro to Unity Theory for Societal Transformation:
If you have not read the paper on the Integrated Comprehensive Unity Theory for
Societal Transformation, we recommend you doing that first by clicking here: http://
www.unitytheory.net/UnityTheoryIntroPresentation.pdf
In a quick summation, our Unity Theory is that it may be impossible to implement
substantial tangible change using the current model of fragmented single-focus social
movements across the world, and therefore it may only be possible to solve any one of
the global crises through unification of “ALL” the people and social movements.
The application of Unity Theory brings up substantial complications in how you create a
realistic attempt at unity between a society of fragmented peoples. The foundation of

our Unity Theory must consider how we as humans fundamentally perceive the
world, and allow us to re-create our perspective and world view through
conscious paradigm shifts at the individual level. Unity Theory gives the ability to
allow multiple parallel systems of life styles that consist of different world views to
live side by side without conflict or the need to impose your world view on others.
Everyone should have the right not only to practice their own religion, but also to
live within their own world view without being targeted or forced into someone
else's.
In order to seriously consider your own perception and understanding of reality,
as well as your own world view and how you consciously and/or unconsciously
push your world view on others, it is essential to take the time to understand the
multitude of Unity Theories that exist, and what they tell us about the world.

Introduction to Unity Theory Background:
The Integrated Comprehensive Unity Theory for Societal Transformation is based on
extensive scientific, and sudo-scientific bodies of work that have been on-going for
centuries. The foundation of all of these theories is to understand a rational world view
of reality. When each is looked at in detail the truth is that we know very little about what
we are and where we come from, and there is MUCH more to learn to unify our
understanding of ourselves and where we are going. The Goal for our Unity Theory for
Societal Transformation is to umbrella all other Unity Theories and help transform our
society in a way where we can all accept that a variety of world views and “parallel
realities” can peacefully co-exist side by side with each other to allow each individual to
live to their fullest potential. By unifying, we can accomplish many parallel goals, that
may support a minority, but in the end we are all minorities and we simply need a larger
number of people to establish workable solutions. Here is a list of the Primary
“Branches” of society that we will cover in more detail.
The Integrated Comprehensive Unity Theory for Societal Transformation is directly
based off of a much larger conscious and scientific endeavor which also uses the term
Unity Theory. People have been working on a “Unified Theory of Everything” for many
centuries, and the peoples movements of many nations and across the world have been
chanting “The People United, will ...” for many decades and possibly centuries.
There are 3-5 main branches of all Unity theories that are applicable to the foundation of
our take on Unity Theory and are important to acknowledge now. These 3-5 branches
represent branches of the human cultural tree of knowledge and community. Each
individual across the planet can easily be aligned more prominently with one or more of
these branches.
• Mainstream Science
• Sudo-Science
• Spirituality
• Religion
• Inspiration
• Social Movements
We are going to start with Mainstream science because it is currently the primary world
view of our global society. Even though a minority of individuals personally believe in
science over their own religion, a majority of people use technology in their day to day
lives, which is based off science, and therefore we as a society are based on science on
a fundamental level as our primary world view. Mainstream science took over from
religion just a few 100 years ago, and so is quite new in the context of our primary
societal world view.

1) Mainstream Scientific Unity Theories
Theory of Everything to bridge General Relativity and Quantum Field Theory:
Prevalent scientists and mainstream scientific research is currently working on a
Unifying Theory between General Relativity and Quantum Field Theory. Scientists have
been working for many decades to solve the problem of how physics can scientifically
explain how the world works at the largest and smallest levels, and we can’t seem to do
it...yet.
!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_everything
Double Dark Theory:
Another notable theory that has not been proven yet, but is scientifically recognized as
legitimate is the Theory of Dark Matter and Dark Energy, The “Double Dark” Theory, or
the Theory of Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs).
!
!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_matter
It is Essential to take a moment to go deep into the accepted scientific understanding of
the % of existing matter that is applicable to our reality. The basic calculations of the
General Relativity clearly show that in order to hold the visible matter of Galaxies
together, that there would need to be 95-96% more energy/matter to do so, hence the
Dark Energy and Dark Matter. In other words 95% of the known universe is MISSING!
The Theory States that all Matter that we know about in the universe is what is called
“Luminous and NonLuminous Matter”, only represents ~4-5% of the known
Universe. The other 95-96% of the Universe is UNDETECTABLE and completely
UNKNOWN to science.

But this is not even the Beginning. Of this ~4-5% of “known” matter, ~90% of it is
predicted to be the makeup of interstellar space as single atoms of hydrogen and

helium gas which is UNDETECTABLE because it is DARK, aka “nonluminous”.
Therefore according to this theory only ~10% of the known universe is even visible from
telescopes or any other scientific instrument or sensor, and this visible detectable
universe of nebula, stars, and planets only makes up ~0.83% of the scientifically
theorized universe.
But event THAT is barely the beginning! An additional 36% of the known Universe are
Neutrinos and other sub-atomic detectable particles that do not interact with normal
physical matter. They just go right through you, me, and the entire planet Earth. The
other 64% of the known Universe is what make up the normal Nebula, Stars, Planets,
Astroids and Comets is ONLY 0.5% of the known Universe.
This is where it starts to get CRAZY. Of the 0.5% universe that makes up the physical
matter of Stars and Planets, even if we just ignore the Nebula and distant gases,
99.99%+ of this physical observable matter is PLASMA in the forms of Stars and Black
Holes!!!!!

So if only 0.5% of the Universe is physical observable matter, and 99.9% of that is
Plasma, that only leaves 0.005% of all Matter represent our everyday existence of
Solids, Liquids, and Gases.
Yet there is Still Two more levels. If we just use our solar system as an example, the
GAS Giants make up 99.9% of our Solar System, minus the Sun’s Plasma.

So that would mean that rocky planets like the earth only make up 0.1% of our solar
system, which would represent just 0.0005% of the Universe.
Yet our entire existence takes place on the surface of our planet, which is just 0.1% of
the Earth. We know very little about our deep oceans, and even less as we go further
into the earth.

And then last but not least, organic living matter, aka carbon/water based cellular life,
only makes up a small fraction of the crust about 99.999% of the Earths Crust is
Organic Life. So we can estimate that our entire reality of experience takes
place in just 0.000005% of the UNIVERSE!!! In other words we don’t know
much about the other 99.999995% of the universe from any direct experience, its all
based on scientific theories and probability.
Quantum Levels:
Quantum Field Theory of the make up of atoms, basically states that of the 100% of the
Universe that makes us up (which is only 0.000005% of the universe), the basic building
blocks of mater is basically nothingness. The minute electron doesn’t even exist as a
single particle, and is instead a wave of probability, and the center of the atom is on
average one 84,000th the size of the atom itself, and the 84,000 part is empty space! If
we go inside the nucleus and look at the makeup of protons and neutrons, it quickly
becomes evident that quarks, leptons, and bosons are still in the process of being
understood weather or not they are even physical. We currently have no visual
evidence of quarks, but we DO have an actual visual picture of a hydrogen atom. The
rings represent the probability of the electron’s location, as it can be in any position as a
wave, at the same time until we have observed it at which time it can become a particle.
!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elementary_particle

String & M Theory:
We can very quickly get less sure of our simple 3-demential existence based on the
difficulties as you go Deeper than Quantum Field Theory. String Theory and M Theory
state that vibrational particle like “strings” and “membranes” make up the fabric of the
universe itself, and are involved in a multi-demential framework with as many as 10-15
different detentions beyond our typical 3 demential world with time.
Although none of these theories have been proven or accepted, physicists and
scientists in general seem to have agreement that the everyday world that we
experience as a physical body is NOT the basis of how the universe exists on the
fundamental levels. There is MUCH more than what we perceive around us on a day to
day basis, so we aren’t even sure if our consciousness even exist within the normal
three dimensions that we physically experience.
!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/String_theory
!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M-theory
!
Cognitive Neuroscience:
It is also important to note that there is a lot of medical scientific theories that are
accepted by main stream scientists on the concepts of Cognitive Neuroscience, which
focus on where and how consciousness operates in the brain. Although they have
some understanding on basic mechanical cognition within the brain, no experiments
have yet proven to understand consciousness itself in any scientifically acceptable
agreement.
!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_neuroscience
Broader Unity Theory:
Between science and broader Sudo-Science, there is a HUGE body of work that takes
mainstream science from The Theory of Everything to the limits of currently accepted
scientific understanding. Here is an example of work on that is still related to currently
accepted science but pushes the boundaries towards a MUCH larger context of Unity
Theory towards areas that are no longer accepted by mainstream science:
!
http://UnityTheory.info

2) Sudo-Scientific Unity Theories
Sudo-Science is simply the application of the Scientific Method to theories and
experiments that are not directly provable in the physical natural reality that we exist in.
Sudo-Science can also be defined as any application of science that mainstream
scientists to not collectively acknowledge as legitimate. It is important to know that this
is completely subjective and opinionated and is in no way grounded in science itself, but
is important to distinguish because of the substantial fragmentation between Science
and Sudo-Science.
Energy Healing
A lot of Sudo-Scientific research has been done in the medical industry on eastern and
alternative therapies. For example Acupuncture, although it can not be proven
scientifically how it works, it can be proven statistically that it does help people more
than the placebo effect. The root understanding of how Acupuncture actually works
within the body, and its general connection to all Energy Healing modalities of the
Auras, Chakras, and Meridians of the “Energy Body” are grounded in thousands of
years of research, data, and documentation, but is NOT scientifically accepted and is
instead degraded to a Sudo-Science.
!
Scientific view on TCM theory
Merger of Western, Eastern, and Alternative Health Care Systems
!
Green Mental Health Care
!
Global Health Care

Consciousness and Conscious Field Theory
Endless Studies on the theory of what consciousness is and how it works, and interacts
with the Universe have been proposed and studied. This version of Unity Theory
proposes a specific scientific theory on how consciousness permeates the universe and
gives an alternative proposal to deal with the discrepancies of physical vs energetic
matter in the Universe, and therefore substantially changes, but doesn’t contradict the
Double Dark Theory. You can read more about Conscious Field Theory later on in this
paper, but here is a direct link for more information:
!
http://www.consciousfieldtheory.com/CFTv2.pdf
Meditation & Prayer
Many studies have been done on the effects of meditation on an individual, as well as
the effects of mediation on a entire community.
!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research_on_meditation
Sill a lot more to mention here. . .
Variety of other Sudo-Science Work very long!!!! between sudo-science and Spirituality.

3) Spiritual Unity Theory
When you start discussion spiritual theories, it is no longer practiced to use the
Scientific method, and many people will simply state that their theory is true based
simply on experiential or individual understanding. The premice of spiritual
understanding is based on the context of a universal conscious field that anyone can
tap into if they align their mental and conscious vibrations, and can literrally “download”
information from the universe. This is the basis of all types of Yoga, mediation, and
many spiritual practices, and the foundational basis is that all Spiritual theories can
directly be experienced by any individual if they apply themselves to the conscious
experiments.
http://UnityTheory.org
OneNess
Individual spiritual practice & mainstream yoga.
Near Death Experiences.
Other deep experimences
Unification of different practices -

4) Religious Unity Theory
The primary difference between spirituality and Religion, is that religion is primarily
written down and pre-structured where the individual is told the information and asked to
believe it without directly experiencing it themselves.
Unification between religions
Unity Church & Unitality

Haven’t Finished yet -going to stop here for now.

5. Inspirality
Many get their energy from other inspirational activities, that aren’t considered
spiritual, but are in the same context.
Music
Art
Learning

6. Social Movements Movement of Movements
Been ongoing work for many many years on what many refer to as the Movement
of Movements or Unity Movement, or InterMovement, or one of the many other
names to refer to similar concepts. Although a lot of work has been done to help
build this larger movement, so far it has been elisive to organizers. Hopefully
Unity can change that.

Summary World Views and the Unity World View:

The Integrated Comprehensive Unity Theory is grounded in the idea that it may not be
possible to have substantial tangible change to improve the lives of everyday people
without a united comprehensive Integrated approach to the evolution of humanity itself.

Unicentific Method
The application of this theory involves a detailed process, akin to the Scientific Method,
but which we call the Unicientific Method. Each solution must fit like a mathematical
puzzle into every other issue and solution simultaneously. The calculations necessary
to have this precision are extensive, and the systems are based on everyday human
conscious experience and should be easy to engage in at any age or experience level.

Unity Theory
The Unified Integrated Comprehensive Theory
Integrated Comprehensive Unified Theory
Unified Comprehensive Integration Theory
Comprehensive Unifed Integration Theory
Comprehensive Integrated Unity Theory
Unified Comprehensive & Integrated Theory for Societal Transformation
What to include:
Introduction (Unity Theory .org .info)
Snippets from TCP
Argument from TCP
Conscious Field Theory Intro
Intro to Unituality
Unicience Method of Experiencal Experimentation

Root of theory:
"
MUST consider ALL data points in real-time to be able to create
workable solutions. And understand the interaction and outcome of all
those data points in real-time.

At its roots it is a scientific theory
Also introduce new method of ? science, unicience Unicientific

"
Primary root is that we can conduct experiments and get proven
outcomes (or high probobiliess) of experiences in real time. Experiential
experiments. There sis only one single present moment of conscious
experienced reality, and therefore it can NEVER be replicated. EVER Does
anyone have two experiments that documented an identical experience
outcome? Not that I have ever sceen, and if someone says so, I still doubt
they are considering all the data that could easily have been collected, I
mean ALL data, ever single possible bit of information about the moment.
Also Anyone should be able to conduct a simple experiment, and then work
the levels up to gather more and more data.
Process of the Unicience Method:
Formulation of a Question Hypothesis
Prediction & Data calculations
Testing and Outcome Simultaneously
Analysis
Can only forum ate a question, hypothesis and perdition based on data
gathering and calculations that MUST be conducted instantaneously in
real-time. The entire experiment must be designed from start to finish, and
when the experiment is conducted, the system must gather ALL data
possible from that moment to document the experiential test. In other
worlds the experiment itself must conductible in real-time, and replicable in
real-time. The outcome is Always based on the current conscious moment
and all analysis is simply to understand that MOMENT NOT to draw
conclusions from it, the conclusion MUST be made simultaneously with the
experimental experience itself. The experiment should be able to be
conducted in a short amount of time. If something exists it should exist and

be documentable in the present movement to be experienced consciously
in that moment. There may be substancel preparation and explanation to
get to the correct state or connection especially if multiple people are
involved, but the goal would be that the specific hypothesis or perdition
would focus on a moment in time. IF there are multiple moments needed,
then each moment should really be considered an entire separate
experiment that is conducted consecutively. The focus is always on Data
Recording, and simply reviewing the experience, not re-creating the
experience though calculations. All calculations should be done in real
time during the experience to be a valid outcome.
A inevitable outcome of this process or method is the ability to gather
ENORMUS amounts of data in a single instant, and then more importantly
be able to "crunch" or do MAJOR calculations of that data, all in the present
moment. Big teams of Unicentists will be needed to prepare mass
amounts of data collectors and number crunching, with HUGE computer
processing power, to conduct entire experiments in real-time that with
normal scientific systems should take days, weeks or even years. The
correlation between a typical scientific experiment, and a Uncientific
experiment is simply that there would usually be many many unscientific
experiments within a single normal scientific experiment that is conducted
using the scientific method.
An other interesting outmode of this process would be to work towards an
experiment to be conducted with a simultaneous outcome that needed NO
talking or writing for the outcome to be produced. Moments happen to fast
for talking and writing. Everything happens faster. Great example is the
LHC where all the focus is the exact MOMENT of the atom smash. The
only difference would be that what ever data and calculations are collected
and computed in that moment would be the ENTIRTY of the outcome of
that unicience experiment. Any post calculations would be in violation and

would not be considered in the context of the original outcomes and only
can be considered as analysis of the outcomes and can NEVER reach
conclusions. Only the actual present moment can reach achievable
conclusions.
Also if our theory is proven, one example of this is that is the MAXIMUM
possible data is taken for each and every unicience experiment, EVERY
SINGLE EXPERIMENT conduct would come out with different data. It
would always be different because it is a different moment. If it does look
the same within the documentation, it could just be that the Maximum
possible data was NOT taken.
This Creates Substanical restrictions the type and focus of the experience.
There should be a great effort to design experiments that can be replicated
easily by individuals, not HUGE science teams. The goal is to get
experiential repetition, and compare statistics, but each MOMENt must
Awlays stand alone.
All current science is 100% based on the Past, unicience is based on the
present moment experienced and studies realities and experiential
consciousness itself, not collective consciousness of natural systems. NO
experiment needs to be replicated to prove or disprove the one before.
Each experiment Always exists independent of ALL others, and is only
compared in terms of the data gathered. The goal would be each time the
experiment is conducted new and different data from the present moment
is documented.
Introduction:

The foundation of the Unifed Integrated Comprehensive Thoery is al
already existing "Unity Theory" . . . This is primarily insprality and unituality,
not the best way to introduce it???

Apply Unity Theory to Societal Transformation

Unity all peoples and social movements for societal transformation.
This may be the only way to do it.
Any fragmented solution could always have adverse effects on other parts
of society.
There may only be one way to stratigicly organize everything to make it all
"fit", you can always change it, but any one change will ripple and actively
change everything else simultaneously. The entire system is malleable and
flexible, yet if you change any one part, there is a ridged connection that
perilates the changes through the whole.
Should bring a type of approach. maybe re-write why unity theory.org did,
except for society

Argument would be part of this, NOT TCP

Unification, Unity, United:
The Thoery takes the apraooch of a single vision as its goal.

Integration
All the different aspects of the transformation are integrated together.
Comprehensive - you must comprehensive cover all aspects of society

Fragmented Movements Isn't working, lets consider the Unified Theory, but
it might not work either, but must be considered.

Updates to the Concious Field Theory:
"
flip consciousness inside out to preive it
"
New experiment of people perceiving an event, and seeing
something completely different.
"
Also Add Unity Conciousness Unifed Field, Unity Filed
"
Speed of Conciousness, Sun Earth, living bodies.

